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Abstract
The development of new techniques for the measurement of contact pressure distributions between bodies
in contact is of large interest in mechanics, for the design and verify of many couplings between mechanical
components. Examples are the contact between tooth of gears, between the balls and rings of ball bearings,
between the wheel and rail etc.
In this paper a new measurement technique is proposed, based on the measurement principle known as
thermoelasticity. The particular case about the measurement of contact pressure distribution between a ball
and a flat plate is discussed. Previous studies was performed in order to examine the contact surface between
the two bodies realizing one of the two bodies in contact using an infrared transparent material, with
appropriate values of the other mechanical properties. These studies were anyway only qualitative. In the
present work, two calibration methodologies are proposed to obtain measures of contact surface stress
between a ball and a flat. One of these methodologies is based on experimental test and the other one is based
also on analytic results. The measured stress behaviours are in agreement with the classic Hertz theory;
relative uncertainty is smaller than 0.1. This allows to obtain first quantitative results of contact pressure
distribution by using thermoelasticity.
Keywords: Contact stress measurement, Thermoelasticity, Hertzian theory, Contact surface

1. INTRODUCTION
The experience shows that the number of the
machine’s components bring out of order for
deterioration of the interacting surfaces is greater
than the number of components that failure. Bound
problems to the phenomena of fretting, pitting,
spalling, share most of the organs in contact (teeth
of the gears, ball and roller bearings, cam-tappet
system, train’s wheels, biomedical outstretched).
The study of such phenomena has found an interest
always growing for the importance which has in
many of engineering and research fields and has
today some unknown appearances.
An important aspect for the comprehension of
such phenomena is the analysis of the contact
pressure. The Hertz’s theory supplies a careful
distribution of tensions under the ideal contact
hypotheses between two solids with simple form. In
the current applications the contact is generally
more complex, because property of the materials is
affected by the shape and the roughness of the
surfaces and from the property of the materials. For
these reasons is necessary to develop experimental
methods for the direct investigation of contact
pressure.
Useful help is supplied by the methods of the
finite elements (Finite Element Method FEM,
Boundary Element Method BEM, etc.) and

moreover from numerical approach combined with
inverse analytical one, that allows to evaluate the
stress distribution on the surfaces in contact from
values measured on a few points of them [8, 9].
A measurement technique which allows to have
a global vision of the distribution of the stresses is
the photoelasticity. This technique requires the
realization of the model of at least one of the
elements placed in contact using special materials,
so that can be crossed by a polarized light bundle,
to highlight the interference fringe groups [5].
Paints sensitive to the pressure and capacitive
sensors are able to measure only the stress map
distribution with poor resolution [5]. Some
successes in the field of the experimental
investigation on the bound phenomena to the
contact have been done in the last ten years,
probably thanks to the development of temperature
measurement instruments with high resolution
based on no contact methods. Thermographics
techniques are able to measure temperature increase
on the contact surface generated by the pressure and
the creeping speed between two bodies. So it’s
possible to analyse on their dynamic usury process
during sliding friction in dry contact or lubricated
conditions [15]. Further studies are still in progress
for the determination of thermal maps and the
evaluation of the tangential tensions (viscous) in the
lubricant film in the contact between sphere and
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track in forced lubrication conditions. Realizing one
of the two bodies in contact using infrared
transparent material, it has been visualized, through
infrared thermography, the contact surface [6].
Analogous problems have been faced also with
other measure techniques making use of high speed
cameras for the determination of the contact
surfaces [20]. From the bibliographical research
only qualitative tests on temperature field generated
by the contact between flat surfaces subject to
cyclic tensions have been proposed. [16]. In this
work thermoelastic technique is proposed to
measure the contact stress between a ball and a flat
surface. It is performed an experimental analysis of
balls realized in material of engineering interest
(strengthened steel, ceramics and plastic materials)
employ in technical advanced solutions like the
ballscrews for aeronautics applications (flap, slat
and stabilizers controller). In order to obtain
measures of surface contact stress two calibration
methodologies are proposed.
2. DEVELOPMENT OF MEASUREMENT
TECHNIQUE
The phenomenon of material changing
temperature when it is stretched was first noted by
Ghough in 1805 who performed some simple
experiments using strand of rubber, but the first
observation in metals of what is now known as the
thermoelastic effect was made by Weber in 1830:
he noted that a sudden change in tension applied to
a vibrating wire did not cause the fundamental
frequency of the wire to change as suddenly as he
expected, but the change took place in a more
gradual fashion. He reasoned that this transitory
effect was due to a temporary change in
temperature of the wire as the higher stress was
applied. In 1974, the Admiralty Research
Establishment approached Sira Ltd concerning the
possibility of determining a relationship between
stress and the temperature changes that may be
produced by an applied load. Sira confirm
feasibility and over the next four years, with
funding from English Ministry of Defence,
developed a laboratory prototype called Spate
(Stress Pattern Analysis by measurement of
Thermal Emissions) for application research. The
scientific development of the thermoelastic effect,
which is well known on gases, where a temperature
variation gives a pressure variation, is known in
solid materials from little time by the small
variation of temperature induced (in the steel where
the stress level is near the yield point, the
temperature increases of 0.2°C). The thermoelastic
technique for the measurement of stress distribution
has been developed when a new temperature
measurement technique, based on the emission of
infrared radiation, with high sensibility, has been
discovered. The system consists on a differential
thermocamera and on a software for the post
processing of the image. The thermocamera

measures the small temperature variation in the
mechanical component induced by a dynamic
applied load. Thanks to the software it is possible to
have the map of stress distribution on the surface of
the structure. The resolutions (supplied from the
thermoelastic measurement systems) depend on the
material characteristics; they are typically 1 MPa
for the steel and 0.4 MPa for the aluminium. The
structure must dynamically be loaded with
frequencies sufficiently high so that the
thermodynamic conditions in the material can be
considered adiabatic. Under these hypotheses it is
possible to have a relationship between the
mechanical energy and the thermal energy of the
structure. The minimum frequency of the applied
load depends on the thermal characteristics of the
material and on the gradient of the stress fields. The
relationship to determine the sum of the principal
stress Δσ (measured in Pascal) thanks to the
thermoelastic principle is:
D × R × ρ × CP
(1)
Δσ = −
×V
α ×T ×ζ
D is the calibration factor measured in °K/Volt,
R is a correction factor which compensates for
temperature-dependent changes in radiation
intensity and wavelength (dimensionless), ρ is the
material density measured in kg/m3, Cp is the
specific heat at constant pressure measured in
m2/(s2 °K), α is the coefficient of thermal expansion
measured in 1/°K, T is the temperature measured in
°K, ζ is the surface emissivity (dimensionless), and
V is the root mean square (RMS) of the signal from
the infrared sensor measured in Volt. Commercial
thermographic systems are managed by a data
acquisition board and a software that returns the
value of the thermal field in digital levels (A / D )
after acquiring RMS of the signal measured with a
14-bit analog / digital converter. By the
thermoelastic technique is possible to measure the
map of stress distribution also in complex
geometries. Normally it is necessary to paint the
surface of the mechanical component to increase
and make uniform the emissivity. This no contact
technique can have a high spatial resolution, which
depends on optical lenses of the thermocamera.
3. TEST BENCH
The stress between a ball and a flat surface it is
analysed. Balls of different materials and
dimensions, which are employed in the most
important engineering applications (steel, ceramic
and plastic materials) has been used. In order to
increase and to make uniform the emission of the
steel ball surface and to avoid reflection
phenomena, a superficial chemical treatment was
necessary (black oxidation). The common
techniques, based on the application of thin black
coating to increase the emission coefficient, are
inefficient because a contact pressure is present. On
the ceramic and plastic materials balls surfaces, the
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black coating is not necessary because these
materials have an elevated infrared emission
coefficient. The test bench to measure the contact
stress is schematically shown in figure 1:
A reference ball was put on the load cell which
gives the reference signal necessary to synchronize
the infrared images acquisitions (figure 1). In order
to increase the value of the sinusoidal force applied
to the ball, the shaker is connected to a mechanical
lever.
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3. RESULTS ANALYSIS
In the figure 2 and 3 a typical stress distribution
measured on the contact area is shown in terms of
emitted infrared radiation:
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A signal generator is used to drive the shaker
and the load cell signal is acquired by a spectrum
analyser. In order to have the optical access, in the
contact point of the mechanical lever there is a hole
where a flat transparent infrared material
(Polystyrene) is fixed. The infrared emission of the
ball contact area crosses the polystyrene flat it is
acquired by the differential thermocamera. No tests
have been done to estimate the thermocamera
uncertainty; the system constructor give a
resolution of 1 mK after 30 seconds of acquisition
and a NDTE less than 18mK [Delta Vision
Handbook]. The wavelength spectral range of the
thermocamera is 3 ¸ 5 μm. Because of the contact
area between the plan and the balls is very little
(smaller than a millimetre) an optical zoom is used
which has 320 x 256 measurement points on an
area of 3.8 X 3.1 millimetres; this allows to obtain a
spatial resolution of 12 μm. In order to have some
stress distribution to compare, the tests are carried
out with different load amplitude and different
frequencies. The external load is sinusoidal with
amplitudes between 5 and 20 N, depending on the
balls dimensions.

mV

Fig. 1. Test bench to measure the contact stress.
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Fig. 2. Typical example of the distribution of the intensity
radiation emitted from the ceramic ball surface (ball
diameter 6.35 mm, applied load 10N).
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Fig. 3. Typical example of the 3D distribution of the
intensity radiation emitted from the ceramic ball surface
(ball diameter 6.35 mm, applied load 10N).

It is possible to see axial-symmetric behaviours
with the maximum value at the centre of the contact
area. The values decrease and become zero at the
contact area boundary. In the figures 4 and 5 the
stress behaviours along the diameter of the contact
area is compared.
From the comparison between the stress
behaviours on the contact area of different material
balls, which is loaded by the same load, it is
possible to see a very different absolute emission
value. These values come not from a so high
different in stress level, but from a different
emission coefficient and thermoelastic material
characteristics. Moreover it is possible to see the
different dimensions of the contact areas when the
ball size and the amplitude of the applied load
change.
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Thanks to the relationship (1) in each point is:
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Fig. 4. Typical intensity radiation behaviours along the
diameter of the contact area on the ceramic balls (balls
diameter 6.35 mm and 12.70 mm).
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Fig. 5. Typical intensity radiation behaviours along the
diameter of the contact area on the steel ball (ball diameter
12.70 mm).

Thanks to the Hertzian theory is possible to
calculate the maximum stress and radius a of the
contact area as shown [20]:
3⎛ P ⎞
⎜
⎟
2 ⎝ πa 2 ⎠

p max =

(2)

a = 0.7213 PDCE

with C = 1 − ν + 1 − ν
E
E1
E2
2
1

(3)
2
2

(4)

where P is the applied load, D is the ball diameter
and CE is function of the Poisson and Young
modulus of the two materials in contact. The stress
behaviours on the contact surface is expressed in
cylindrical coordinates as shown (5) (6) (7):

1/ 2
⎡ 1 − 2ν a 2 ⎡ ⎛ r 2 ⎞3 / 2 ⎤
⎛ r2 ⎞ ⎤
⎢1 − ⎜⎜1 − 2 ⎟⎟ ⎥ − 2ν ⎜⎜1 − 2 ⎟⎟ ⎥
2
3 r ⎢ ⎝ a ⎠ ⎥
⎢
⎝ a ⎠ ⎥⎦
⎣
⎦
⎣

σ ϑ (r ) = pmax ⎢−

(5)
⎡1 − 2ν a 2 ⎡ ⎛
r2 ⎞
⎢1 − ⎜⎜1 − 2 ⎟⎟
2
⎢ 3 r ⎢⎣ ⎝ a ⎠
⎣

σ r ( r ) = pmax ⎢
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⎤ ⎛
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1/ 2

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎦

(6)
⎛

σ z ( r ) = − pmax ⎜⎜1 −
⎝

1/ 2

r ⎞
⎟
a 2 ⎟⎠
2

(7)

(8)

where K is the calibration factor of the
thermoelastic system, V is the RMS of the signal
measured by the infrared sensor and Δσ is the sum
of the principal stresses calculated by the
relationships (5) (6) and (7), known the value of P
measured by the load cell. Integrating the
relationships (8) on the contact area it is obtained:
∫A (σ r + σ ϑ + σ z )dA
(9)
K=
VdA
∫
A

Repeated measurements varying the applied load
between 5 and 20 N, allow to determine the best
available estimate of the expected value of the
thermoelastic constant k and the experimental
standard deviation of the mean s (k ) . In this case is:
k = 0.10 MPa/mV and s (k ) = 0.01 MPa/mV, for
the ceramic material.
k = 0.13 MPa/mV, s (k ) = 0.01 MPa/mV, for the
steel.
In such a way it’s possible to express the results
obtained for the balls in different material directly
in terms of stress, multiplying the values of the
infrared intensity radiation measured by the
determined thermoelastic constant k .
4. EXPERIMENTAL CALIBRATION AND
UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS
Normally in the thermoelastic measures the
calibration comes measuring the deformation by a
strain gauge rosette in a point of the structure. So
the calibration factor is:
E (ε x + ε y )
(10)
K=
V (1 − ν )
where E is the Young modulus of the material, ν is
the Poisson modulus, (εx+εy) is the sum of the
principal strains and V is the RMS of the signal
measured by the infrared sensor. Because it is
impossible to apply the strain gauges in the contact
area between a ball and a plan, the calibration is
done using specimens of the same material and with
the same emissivity characteristics of the balls.
These specimens are beams which are fixed at one
end and loaded at other one applying a sinusoidal
load to have the same stress level measured on the
balls. Repeated measurements of the principal
strains on the same area of the beam and the
relative measure of the infrared intensity radiation,
allow to estimate the calibration factor K (10).
Repeated measurements varying the applied load,
the observation area and the excitation frequency
(between 0 and 15¸50 Hz) it is possible to have the
best available estimate of the thermoelastic constant
k expected value:
k = 0,11 MPa/mV for the ceramic material
for the steel
k = 0,14 MPa/mV
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The experimental standard deviation is s (k ) = 0.01
MPa/mV.
It is possible to see how the values of the
thermolastic constant are compatible with the
values estimated in the previous paragraph.
From the comparison between the stress
measured distribution and the Hertzian theory stress
distribution is possible to see, in figure 6 and 7, a
good agreement of the stress behaviours and of the
contact area dimension when the applied load
changes. At the centre of the contact area, where
the stress level is high, the two behaviours are
nearly coincident. The stress level on the contact
area boundary is greater than the Hertzian stress
and with a lower gradient. This behaviour gives a
greater contact area than the Hertzian one. It is
probably caused to the small entity of the stress
level which is near to the resolution of the
instrument. However the stress behaviours near the
area boundary calculated by the Hertzian theory has
a too high gradient, which is not realistic from the
physical point of view.
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Fig. 6. Comparison between the measured stress
distribution and Hertzian theory along the contact
area diameter on the ceramic ball (ball diameter 6.35
mm, applied load 5 N).
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6. CONCLUSIONS
The stress distribution on a mechanical component
which is loaded by a sinusoidal load can be studied
by thermoelastic analysis. It is possible to
emphasize how is easy to measure the qualitative
stress distribution also on complex surfaces. The
goal of this work is the development of a new
technique, based on the application of the
thermoelastic principle, to measure the contact
stress distribution between a ball and a plan. The
experimental tests on reference balls of different
material and size have evidenced a good agreement
between the measure results and the Hertzian
theory. The difficulty to have the experimental
reference values to characterize the thermoelastic
system, has carried out the development of two
different approaches for the determination of the
calibration factor of the system. Following the two
methodologies is possible to establish a
thermoelastic constant k = 0.13 MPa/mV for the
steel and k = 0.11 MPa/mV for the ceramic material
with an expanded uncertainty of 0.02 MPa/mV,
assuming 2 the coverage factor. It also necessary to
underline the stress distribution measured by the
thermoelastic analysis is relative to the surface of
the mechanical components and it is expressed in
terms of sum of principal stress. However it is
possible to know the single stress components using
the thermoelastic analysis together with known
numerical techniques (FEM, BEM).
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